SYNOPSIS:

The Institution of Engineering and Technology [ET] is one of the world’s leading professional societies for the engineering and technology community. It has more than 150,000 members in 127 countries and offices in Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific. The IET provides a global knowledge network to facilitate the exchange of ideas and promote the positive role of science, engineering and technology in the world.

In addition, the IET is licensed to award the internationally recognized professional qualifications Chartered Engineer [Ceng], Incorporated Engineer [IEng] and Engineering Technician [EngTech] by the Engineering Council UK. In 2009, it becomes the first institution to award the new ICT Technician [ICTTech]. Professional qualifications are very important to the career development of an engineer as it demonstrates their technical competence and commitment to the profession.

For most businesses, skilled people are their most valuable and important asset, and all employers seek ways to attract and retain competent and committed people. One of the most effective ways of achieving this is to encourage and assist employees to undertake structured professional development at all stages of their careers, from new entrant to senior professional.
CEng is a highly sought-after professional qualification for senior engineers across many disciplines. It is globally recognized as a mark of excellence, and gaining CEng reflects a high level of competence and professionalism. Being the equivalent of the European Engineer [Eurlng].

IEng is the hallmark of engineering professionals who manage engineering functions, applying a high level of skill and experience to ensure the effective implementation of new technology and practice in creating quality assured products and processes.

EngTech provides a qualification for those working in operational engineering roles. It provides recognition for the proven technical and supervisory skills, and the key contribution of staff to the manufacturing, commissioning, operation and maintenance of engineering products, equipment and services.

About the Speaker :

Mr. Gary Lee is graduated from The University of Hong Kong in Electrical and Electronics Engineering and obtained his Master of Engineering Management from the University of Technology, Sydney. He has been practicing as an electrical engineer in some multinational engineering organizations for many years and he is now the Business Development Manager Asia Pacific of the Institution of Engineering Technology.
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